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Abstract
This research develops a conversational robot that stimulates users’ dialogue satisfaction and motivation in non-task-oriented
dialogues that include opinion and/or preference exchanges. One way to improve user satisfaction and motivation is by
demonstrating the robot’s ability to understand user opinions. In this paper, we explore a method that efficiently obtains the
concept of user preferences: likes and dislikes. The concept is acquired by complementing a small amount of user preference
data observed in dialogues. As a method for efficient collection, we propose a dialogue strategy that creates utterances with
the largest expected complementation. Our experimental results with a female-type android robot suggest that the proposed
strategy efficiently obtained user preferences and enhanced dialogue satisfaction. In addition, the strength of user motivation
(i.e., long-term willingness to communicate with the android) is only positively correlated with the android’s willingness to
understand. Our results not only show the effectiveness of our proposed strategy but also suggest a design theory for dialogue
robots to stimulate dialogue motivation, although the current results are derived only from a female-type android.

Keywords Preference model · Concept model · Dialogue strategy · Dialogue robot · Android

1 Introduction

The purpose of this research is to develop a conversational
robot that increases users’ dialogue satisfaction and motiva-
tion in non-task-oriented dialogues that exchange opinions.
Non-task-oriented dialogues are designed to continue con-
versationswith users. For example, dialog robots and systems
that allow continuous dialogues with users can be applied to
communication support for elderly people [3,15]. Another
example is building social bridges among users (e.g., [26]).
Thus, the robot can improve the quality of life (QOL) of
various types of users.

Some research exists on non-task-oriented dialogue sys-
tems. Some systems generate utterances based on many
rules [23,28,29], and others statistically generate utterances
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from large-scale corpus data [1,8,19]. Another study iden-
tified whether dialogues are linguistically broken [7,24] to
avoid dialogue breakdowns. These studies mainly focused
on how to generate linguistically correct responses to user
utterances.

On the other hand, linguistically correct utterances do not
always promote user willingness to interact with the system.
Users will only want to talk to a non-task-oriented dialogue
system if they feel familiar with it [2]. To improve the user’s
satisfaction and motivation, we demonstrate a robot’s abil-
ity to understand his/her opinions. This paper focuses on
user preferences (likes and dislikes) in a certain category and
explores a method that demonstrates the robot’s ability to
understand them.

One way to demonstrate this ability is to endow the robot
with the capability to estimate the user’s concept of prefer-
ences and generate a dialogue based on this idea. We define
a concept as a mental representation that is concerned with
whether items are near each other in a certain viewpoint. For
example, if the robot recognizes that the user likes A, it also
estimates that he/she likes B, which resembles A from a cer-
tain perspective, and tells him/her about it. Furthermore, the
robot can generate such utterances as whether A and B are
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similar in terms of X. By generating utterances based on an
estimated concept, the robot can express the ability to under-
stand (by making abstractions and analogous reasoning) and
a willingness to understand user’s preferences. We hypoth-
esize that this will improve user satisfaction and motivation
regarding dialogues with the robot.

The contributions of this study are listed below.

– We propose a method that efficiently obtains the concept
of user preferences in dialogues.

– Furthermore, we propose a dialogue strategy through
which we efficiently build this concept.

– From the verification of the proposed methods, we clar-
ified that the robot’s willingness to understand the user
improves the dialogue satisfaction and motivation.

2 RelatedWork

Our goal of this study is to develop a robot that understands
the concept of user preferences through a dialogue while
maintaininghis/her satisfaction andmotivation to talk.To sat-
isfy this requirement, the robot needs to efficiently obtain the
user’s concept through dialogues. In this section, we describe
the novelty of this study by comparing it with previous stud-
ies.

For estimating preferences, Kobayashi et al. [13] devel-
oped a dialogue system that estimates user’s preferences
in dialogues by recognizing the polarity of user utterances
using syntax, surface case, and deep case analysis. Other
methods estimate user interests by combining linguistic and
non-linguistic information [9,32]. Although estimating user
preferences for the current item or topic is possible, no
relation between the preferences for other items, that is,
the concept of user’s preferences, is estimated. Collabora-
tive filtering [18], which is commonly used to estimate user
preferences in recommendation systems, estimates the pref-
erences of a target user based on the information of many
other users. However, it does not work effectively when
insufficient user information is available (the sparsity prob-
lem [6]). If it is applied in a dialogue system, many questions
must be asked to get user information. This requirement
decreases motivation to interact with it.

An information provision system [22] can quickly esti-
mate the user’s concept in dialogues. It is enabled by using
the concept spaces of multiple people acquired in advance.
However, a method has been proposed for task-oriented dia-
logues (i.e., information provision), and the system simply
asks questions one after another about the user’s preferences.
Another study [11] concluded that asking toomany questions
must be avoided in an attentive-listening dialogue. Informa-
tionmust be collected about the user through dialogues while
encouraging user motivation.

This paper solves these issues by efficiently obtaining the
user’s concept through non-task-oriented dialogues.

3 Dialogue Robot System

In this study, to stimulate user dialogue satisfaction andmoti-
vation, we propose a dialogue strategy that shows a robot’s
comprehension ability and willingness to understand the
user’s concept of preferences. The concept of preferences
consists of the user’s subjective similarity between items
(similarity model) and his/her preferences for them (prefer-
encemodel).When people try to understand another person’s
opinion through dialogues while constructing a model of
his/her thought (concept) based on the obtained information,
they ask questions that are likely to update the model. There-
fore, in a scenario that tries to understand user preferences,
we first construct a method that updates them and the sim-
ilarity models from the user information obtained through
dialogues. Next with the models, we propose a method that
efficiently collects the data of user’s subjective similarity
among preferences through dialogues.

3.1 Data Representation of Preferences and
Similarities

Here we specify a user’s subjective similarity between items
(similarity model) and his/her preferences for them (prefer-
ence model). The system needs to handle information about
whether the user likes restaurant A in terms of its taste, or
whether he/she regards restaurants A and B similar in terms
of their menu.

Our preference model is represented by a table. Here the
viewpoint of the preferences is expressed as an attribute of
each item. Let M be the number of items, and let N be the
number of attributes, where the matrix size is M × N (Fig.
1). The number of items and attributes increases through dia-
logues. The preference data are stored as 1 for like and 0 for
dislike. If no data exist, the cell is left blank. The exam-
ple in Fig. 1 shows that restaurant A is preferred from the
perspective of its menu, but not from the perspective of its
atmosphere (i.e., mood).

The similarity model is also expressed in a table. A simi-
larity table is a diagonal matrix of M×M (Fig. 2). Similarity
data are stored as 1 with the similarity between two items and
0 for no similarity. If no data exist, the cell is left blank. Sim-
ilarity depends on the attribute of the items. N tables were
made for each different attribute.

There are two types of data in this study: data obtained
from user utterances (observed values) and those estimated
from dialogues with users (estimated values). An update
operation fills the table with observed data, and a comple-
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Fig. 2 Similarity model
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Fig. 1 Preference model

ment operation fills it with estimated data. The concept of
preferences consists of these preference and similarity tables.

3.2 Table Complementation Rule

This section explains the rules of complement operation.
Assume that the system has a user’s preference model and
its own model (the system’s preference table is predefined).
Since people refer to their own model when estimating their
partner’s model (i.e., preference/similarity), this system also
has its own model. There are four possible complements:
from preference table to preference table, from preference
table to similarity table, from similarity table to preference
table, and from similarity table to similarity table. If the esti-
mated values are affirmed by the data confirmation utterances
in the dialogue, the values are treated as observed values. If
the complemented data are inconsistent with the obtained
data within each rule, no complementation occurs, for exam-
ple, where a cell of the preference table is estimated as
“like” through apreference to preference rule, but as “dislike”
through a similarity to a preference rule. Each complemen-
tation rule is explained below. The numbers with <> in the
figures below represent the estimated values that are comple-
mented.

3.2.1 Complementation of Preference Table from
Preference Table

This rule complements a preference table based on the simi-
larity in preferences. Figure 3 shows an example of the rule. If
the system and the user partially share identical preferences
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Fig. 3 Complementation of preference table from preference table

in a certain attribute, the preference table is complemented
so that both share identical preferences. If the coincidence
degree of the observed preference data in a certain attribute
is greater than or equal to a threshold, and if the number of
known items in the preference data is greater than or equal
to a threshold, the same value of the preference data is com-
plemented as the estimated values. Let Mp be the number of
known items of preference data, and let sp be the amount of
matching preference data in the two tables. The coincidence
degree in attribute Sp is calculated by the following formula:

Sp = sp/Mp. (1)

In Fig. 3, the system has negative preferences for restau-
rants A andC and a positive preference for restaurant B about
atmosphere, and it knows that the user’s preferences of A and
B are identical as its own. In this case, the system estimates
that the user also has a negative preference for restaurant C
due to its atmosphere. This rule represents speculation that
if the preferences for some items in a certain attribute match
between the system and the user, both will have identical
preferences for other items in the attribute.
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3.2.2 Complementation of Similarity Table from Preference
Table

This rule complements a similarity table based on the similar-
ity in preferences. If the preferences of two items in a certain
attribute match, the rule estimates that those items have sim-
ilar attributes. Figure 4 shows an example of this rule. If the
two observed preferences in the attribute match, their com-
plemented similarity data are 1; if theydonotmatch, the value
is 0. In Fig. 4, the system knows that the user likes restaurants
B and C due to their menus. Then it estimates that the user
believes that B and C have similar types of menus. Here, the
system assumes that those who have identical preferences
have similarity.

3.2.3 Complementation of Preference Table from Similarity
Table

This rule complements a preference table based on the data
of a similarity table. In the opposite case of Sect. 3.2.2, if two
items are similar for an attribute, the rule estimates that they
have the same preferences in the attribute. Figure 5 shows
an example of this rule. If the observed similarity between
two items of an attribute is 1 (similar) and if only one item’s
preference data are missing, we complement the preference
of this item with the same value of the known preference
data. If 0 (not similar) and if only one item’s preference data
are missing, we complement the preference of this item with
the opposite value of the known preference data. In Fig. 5,
since the system knows the user does not like restaurant A’s
atmosphere, it estimates he/she likes B’s atmosphere since it
knows he/she thinks A and B are dissimilar. It also estimates
that he/she does not likeC’s atmosphere since it knows he/she
thinksA andCare similar. Here, the systemassumes that they
have similarly like and dislikes.
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3.2.4 Complementation of Similarity Table from Similarity
Table

This rule complements a similarity table based on the data of
a similarity table,which is the sameoperation as in Sect. 3.2.1
on similarity. Figure 6 shows an example of the rule. If the
coincidence degree of the observed similarity data in a cer-
tain attribute is greater than or equal to a threshold, and if the
number of known items in the similarity data is greater than
or equal to a threshold, the same value of similarity data is
complemented as the estimated values. Let Ms be the num-
ber of known items of the similarity data, and let ss be the
amount of matching of the similarity data in the two tables.
The coincidence degree in attribute Ss is calculated by the
following formula:

Ss = ss/Ms . (2)

In Fig. 6, the system believes that the menus of restaurants
A and B and B and C are similar. It also knows that the user
believes that A and B and B and C have similar types of
menus. Then it estimates that he/she has identical similarities
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Table 1 Classification and examples of utterances that fill table cells

Data acquisition utterance Data confirmation utterance

Preference “Do you like A’s menu?” “You like A’s atmosphere, don’t you?”

Similarity “Does A’s atmosphere resemble B’s?” “The atmosphere of A resembles B’s, doesn’t it?”

concerning themenus for the other items aswell as itself. This
rule represents speculation that the similarity for an attribute
will match some items if the similarity for it matches other
items.

3.3 Utterance Generation Rule

In this section, we describe the implementation of the com-
plementation rules in our dialogue system. First we explain
the types of utterances assumed in this system. Next we
describe the utterance generation rules and the related data
processing.

3.3.1 Utterance Type

Two types of system utterances are utilized to acquire
the user’s concept of preferences through dialogues. One
acquires the user’s data, and the other confirms whether
the complemented data are correct. Examples are shown in
Table 1. The system asks about the preference of an item in an
attribute or the similarity between two items in an attribute.

3.3.2 Dialogue System

The target of this study is such non-task-oriented dialogues
as chats as well as those where the topics and dialogue flow
are prepared in advance with databases and scripts. The
system has a conversation on a predetermined topic (e.g.,
dogs) and discusses the preferences/similarities of the topic
items while learning about the user’s preferences for the
items (e.g., golden retrievers or French bulldogs) related to
the topic. Assume that the system and the user have their
own preferences for the item in each attribute (e.g., appear-
ance and personality). Figure 7 shows the dialogue system
architecture. First, the speech recognition unit identifies the
user’s utterance. The content recognized in this system is
the item name and the answer (agreement/disagreement) to
the system’s question or confirmation. Based on the recog-
nition result, the dialogue manager generates the system’s
utterances. The parts required for utterance generation are
preference and similarity models for the system and the
user, a database of items and attributes for each topic, and
a comment database. Preference and similarity models are
constructed by updating the information obtained through
dialogues or by complementing the estimated values. The
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Fig. 7 System architecture

topic item and attribute database store multiple item data and
attributes for each topic. The comment database stores sen-
tences that describe each item. In this system, the dialogue
follows a preset scenario. Data acquisition, data confirma-
tion, and comment utterances are generated based on a
script. Comment utterances are inserted when each item first
appears. Comments prevent the dialogue from descending
into a meaningless flurry of interview-type questions and to
retain a form that resembles a non-task-oriented chat.

Figure 8 shows a flowchart for generating utterances as
the content of the dialog manager. First, we set one topic
(e.g., tourist destinations) that the robot and its user discuss.
Within the set topic, the system generates utterances. It first
makes an initial utterance, e.g., “Which Y do you like from
the viewpoint of X?,” where X is an attribute and Y is a
topic. If the user’s initial utterance contains an element in
the item database, the preference data are stored in the user’s
preference table. If the initial utterance is not found in the
item database, the system repeats it for the randomly selected
item: e.g., “Do you like Y’s X?,” where X is an attribute and
Y is an item. If no comment utterance has been made for
the item, a comment utterance is generated. After that, the
system checks whether the complementation rules can be
applied to the user’s tables. When complementation occurs,
the last complemented data is selected to confirm whether
its complementation is correct (data confirmation utterance).
For example, when the user’s preference for A (e.g., the
appearance of a golden retriever) is complemented, it says,
“You likeA, don’t you?” If the user agrees, the complemented
data are adopted. If he/she disagrees, the complemented data
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Fig. 8 Flowchart
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are rejected, and the obtained data are stored in the user’s
preference table; if the user disagrees with “Do you like
A?,” then it stores the data that indicate that he/she does
not like A. Data acquisition utterances are performed when
complementation rules cannot be applied by selecting one
cell without preference/similarity data. The data obtained by
the data acquisition utterances are stored in the table; the
user likes A or thinks A resembles B. After that, it checks
the above complementation rules and performs the same pro-
cesses.

3.3.3 Dialogue Strategy for Effective Data Acquisition
Utterance

It is desirable for our system to efficiently complete the pref-
erence and similarity tables through dialogues while asking
questions that are likely to contribute to model updating.
Therefore, we consider a method that efficiently completes
the tables from dialogues with users.

The items whose cells have not been filled with data are
candidates for data acquisition utterances. When the system
obtains the user’s preference for an item or the similarity
between two items after the data acquisition utterance, 1 (like
or similar) or 0 (unlike or dissimilar) is stored in the cell.
Let N 0 be the number of cells that are complemented by
the complementation rules after 0 is assumed to be stored

in the target cell, and let N 1 be the number of cells that
are complemented by the complementation rules after 1 is
assumed to be stored. Expected complementation amount
(ECA) Ei j for the cell in the i th row of the j th column is
calculated by the following formula:

Ei j = (N 0 + N 1)/2. (3)

ECA is the expected amount of complementation after the
system asks about the user’s preference for the i th item in the
j th viewpoint or about the user’s opinion about the similarity
between the i th and j th items in the kth viewpoint. ECA is
calculated for every empty cell in the preference or similarity
tables, and the cell with the maximum ECA is adopted as the
reference cell for the data acquisition utterance. For example,
when the cell of the mth item and the nth viewpoint in the
preference table are adopted, the following utterance is gen-
erated: “do you like item M from the viewpoint of N?” For
another example, with the cell of themth and nth items in the
lth similarity table, the following utterance is generated: “do
you think items M and N are similar from the viewpoint of
L?” If no complementation rule is performed in any cell due
to the data acquisition utterance (i.e., ECA is 0 for every cell),
a cell without data is randomly selected and the data acqui-
sition utterance is performed. By using this method, we can
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Fig. 9 ERICA

effectively complete the table and acquire the user’s concept
of preferences.

3.3.4 Robot

This section describes the dialogue robot used in our exper-
iment. We adopted ERICA [5] (Fig. 9), a female-type
android with a very human-like appearance. A previous
study (Ishiguro 2006) concluded that people anthropomor-
phize communication targets, and humanoids or androids
can have an ideal interface for humans. Therefore, compared
with machine-like robots, since an android has a human-like
appearance, its users can more easily talk with it. If a robot
behaves like a human, we can understand a part of its human-
likeness from a constructive point of view. In this sense, we
believe that using an android that has a human-like appear-
ance in a dialogue system is meaningful.

Its voice is synthesized by a text-to-speech system of
VOICE TEXT ERICA.1 When ERICA is speaking, it moves
its lips, head, and torso in synchronywith its voice’s prosodic
features. The lips, head, and torso movements are automat-
ically generated from its voice using previously developed
systems [10,16]. It randomly blinks its eyes.

4 Experiment

The hypotheses of this study are summarized below.

– The generation of data acquisition utterances based on
the expected complementation amount (ECA) conveys to
users the system’s comprehension ability andwillingness
to understand.

1 http://voicetext.jp/.

– The generation of data acquisition utterances based on
ECA enhances user satisfaction and motivation for dia-
logues.

Below we describe our experiment that verified the above
hypotheses.

4.1 Design

In this section, we describe the experimental design. To ver-
ify the hypotheses, we prepared two conditions: generating
data acquisition utterances based on ECA (ECA condition)
and generating them randomly by selecting a cell (control
condition). In both conditions, the same complementation
rules were applied.

Weused theWizard ofOz (WoZ)method [4] for the speech
recognition part. We chose theWoZmethod, which is widely
used in the field of human-robot interaction (HRI), to elimi-
nate the possibility that the misrecognition of user utterances
would affect the evaluation of dialogue strategies.

We adopted a within-participant design. The dialogue’s
topic is determined depending on the participant’s initial
interest, as described below. Each subject participated in both
conditions. We counterbalanced the order of the conditions
among the participants to eliminate the possibility that the
dialogue evaluation between them depends on the dialogue
topic.

4.2 Dialogue Data

We prepared the following six topics and three attributes
for the item data: pro soccer players [appearance, person-
ality, play style], dogs [appearance, personality, size], J-POP
singers [appearance, voice, performance], Pokemon char-
acters [appearance, personality, strength], fashion brands
[price, design, name], and tourist destinations in Japan [his-
tory, landscape, atmosphere]. For each topic, we gathered 30
items. For the comment data, we referred to Wikipedia2 and
created comments in the “I heard XX is YY” format. For the
tourist destinations, the following is an example comment
on Todaiji Temple: “I heard that Todaiji Temple in Nara is a
UNESCO World Heritage Site.”

To prepare the preference and similarity tables of the sys-
tem (robot), just one person created all of the data for one
topic. Aman did the soccer players, womanAdid dogs and J-
POP singers, woman B did the Pokemon characters, woman
C did the fashion brands, and woman D did tourist desti-
nations in Japan. They did not participate in the dialogue
evaluation experiment described later.

The threshold for the degree of coincidence in the comple-
ment rules described in Sects. 3.2.1 to 3.2.4 was set to 0.75,

2 https://www.wikipedia.org/
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and the threshold for the amount of known preference and
similarity data was set to 2. Generally, the number of items
exceeds that of the attributes (three in this experiment). If
the similarity table size is greater than the preference table
size, the similarity’s ECA will tend to always be larger than
that for the preference, and thus a similarity utterance will
be always generated. To balance them, we applied the com-
plementation of the similarity table from the preference table
to the first three items in this experiment. We set to ten the
number of turns with which the participant interacted with
the robot. When the conversation’s turn limits are reached,
the robot says, “I think today’s conversation was productive.
Thank you ” and ends it.

4.3 Questionnaire

We used three types of questionnaires in our experiment.

4.3.1 Questionnaire 1: Subject Preferences and Similarity
for Items

The first addresses the preferences and similarities of the
participants. We collected them from the participants them-
selves and compared them with the data estimated by the
system through dialogues to evaluate the effectiveness of the
complementation rules.

4.3.2 Questionnaire 2: Impressions

The second questionnaire evaluated their impressions of the
android. Its items included the android’s comprehension
ability, its willingness to understand, the suitability of its
comments, satisfaction with its dialogues, and motivation to
talk with it. We presented the following sentences to the sub-
jects:

– Comprehension ability: “This android understood you.”
– Willingness to understand: “This android was trying to
understand you.”

– Dialogue satisfaction: “I was satisfied with my conversa-
tion with this android.”

– Dialogue motivation: “I want to talk to this android
again.”

– Comment suitability: “This android’s comments were
helpful.”

The comprehension ability evaluates the effectiveness of
the proposed complementation rules, and the willingness to
understand investigates the contribution to dialogue satis-
faction and motivation. In this dialogue system, comment
utterances were inserted when each item first appeared to
avoid a flurry of questions. The suitability of the comments
investigated the effect of the comments between conditions.

4.3.3 Questionnaire 3: Dialogue Motivation for Each Topic

The third questionnaire provides a more detailed evaluation
of the motivation to talk with the android. The evaluation of
the dialogue motivation might depend on the participant’s
interest in the topic. To study the relation between topic
types and participant motivation, we investigated the partici-
pant’s dialoguemotivationwith the android onvarious topics.
The topics were created based on previous research [31] that
sorted Japanese topics into 16 categories shown in appendix
A. The participant’s interest in each topic affects the dialogue
motivation. To eliminate the effect of individual-dependent
interest, the participants answered the same questionnaire
before and after the first condition dialogue, and we com-
pared the amount of change in the dialogue motivation for
each topic. All question items were evaluated on a seven-
point Likert scale: 1: strongly disagree, 7: strongly agree.

4.4 Procedure

Figure 10 shows a flowchart of our experimental procedure.
First, the experimenter led the participant to the dialogue
room where the android is located and introduced it. At this
time, the android and the participant did not talk. The partic-
ipants were told that they are going to have a conversation
with the android. Next theymove to the questionnaire answer
room to evaluate their motivation to talk for each topic in
advance using Questionnaire 3. The experimenter introduces
the android to the participants in advance to provide a clear
imagine of it before they answer the questionnaire.

The participants rates the above six topics that assess the
level of their interest in them. Next they extract the items that
they know from the 30 items that are related to the topic with
the highest interest. If the number of known items exceeds
ten, the topic is used in the conversation with the android.
Otherwise, we follow the same procedure for the topic of
the next highest interest. This procedure is repeated until
the topic used in the experiment is determined. We excluded
participants whose topic of greatest interest was not adopted
in the later analysis to avoid a floor effect in the evaluation of
motivation. The participants are unlikely to be motivated to
talk with the android (regardless whether the generation of
data acquisition utterances was effective) if they have little
interest in the topic.

After the topic is determined, they answered Question-
naire 1 about their preferences and similarities for each item,
moved to the dialogue room, and engaged in the first con-
dition dialogue with the android. After this dialogue, they
moved to the questionnaire answer roomand answeredQues-
tionnaire 3 again about their motivation to talk about each
topic andQuestionnaire 2 about their impression evaluations.

After answering, they returned to the dialogue room for
a second condition dialogue with the android. At this time,
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Rank interest in six topics

Check the items the subject knows in 
higher interest topics

Knows more than 10 items

Condi�on 1 dialogue

Condi�on 1 impression 
evalua�on

Yes

No

Condi�on 2 dialogue

Condi�on 2 impression 
evalua�on

Introduc�on of android

Pre-evalua�on of dialogue 
mo�va�on for various topics

Post-evalua�on of dialogue 
mo�va�on for various topics

Fig. 10 Experimental procedure

they were instructed to engage in a dialogue, evaluate it, and
assume that the android is different from the first conver-
sation. After the dialogue, they moved to the questionnaire
answer room and answered Questionnaire 2 about impres-
sion evaluations.

4.5 Result

4.5.1 Subject

Sixteen Japanese people (6 men, 10 women, average age,
20.3 (SD 1.72)) participated in the experiment. None had
any history of neurological or psychiatric illness. All pro-
vided written informed consent prior to the start of the study,
which was approved by the Ethics Committee of Advanced
Telecommunication Research Institute International, Japan.

As our first investigation of this study, we chose young
people as its participants because they may more easily
accept state-of-the-art technology. A previous study (Ogawa
et al. 2011) reported that elderly people failed to pay atten-
tion to the android’s utterances even though they evaluated it
highly. Since our study mainly focuses on the generation of
android’s utterances, we selected young people first.

4.5.2 Conversational Data

The data related to the dialogues are shown below. Con-
cerning topic selection, one participant selected pro soccer
players, no one chose dogs, five chose J-POP singers, six
chose Pokemon characters, one chose fashion brands, and
five chose Japanese tourist spots. The average number of
data acquisition utterances was 4.63 (SD 0.927) in the pro-
posed condition and 5.88 (SD 0.857) in the control condition.
The average number of random data acquisition utterances in
the proposed conditions was 1.38 (standard deviation 0.927)
(occurrence ratewas 28.1%). Under the proposed conditions,

since the occurrence rate of the randomdata acquisition utter-
ances did not exceed 50% for any participant, the proposed
condition is different from the control condition. The dia-
logue examples with a participant are shown below. Table 2
is an example of the proposed conditions, and Table 3 is the
control condition.

4.5.3 Complementation Data

Table 4 shows the result for the complementation data. We
evaluated the amount of data and the correct rate estimated
by the system. For the amount of estimated data, we adopted
the complementation rate as a scale. It is the ratio of the
number of complemented cells in the preference/similarity
table to the number of cells in the preference/similarity table
(averaged viewpoints mentioned in the dialogue). The cor-
rect rate is the ratio of the number of complemented cells
that match the participant’s preference/similarity (answered
before the experiment) to the number of complemented cells
in the preference/similarity table. Table 4 shows the averaged
data among the participants.

The complementation rate of the proposed condition is
higher than that of the control condition. Therefore, the pro-
posed conditions for making the data acquisition utterances
with the largest expected complementation amount (ECA)
performed more estimations than the control condition that
randomly made data acquisition utterances. In addition, the
correct rate exceeded 60% overall in both conditions. The
correct rates are almost identical in both conditions because
the same complementation rules are applied in both condi-
tions.

4.5.4 Impression Evaluation

Next we describe the results of the impression evalua-
tions. We compared the proposed and control conditions
for comprehension ability, willingness to understand, dia-
logue satisfaction, dialogue motivation, and suitability of
comments. A Wilcoxon signed-rank-sum test revealed a
significant tendency (p = 0.0708) in the willingness to
understand and a significant difference (p = 0.0295) in
dialogue satisfaction. We clarified that satisfaction with the
proposed condition is higher than the control condition.

We also tested the difference from the score of four points,
which is the intermediate value (neither agree nor disagree)
of each impression evaluation item. In the comprehension
ability, we identified a significant tendency (p = 0.0927)
in the control condition. In the willingness to understand,
we identified a significant difference in both conditions: pro-
posed: p = 0.000657 and control: p = 0.00217. We also
found a significant difference of the dialogue satisfaction in
the proposed condition (p = 0.0371), a significant differ-
ence of the dialoguemotivation in both conditions (proposed:
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Table 2 Dialogue example in ECA condition

System 1 You’re interested in sightseeing spots in Japan, right?
What’s the atmosphere of your favorite spot in
Japan?

System 13 As expected. I heard that Miyajima in
Hiroshima is also called Itsukushima

User 1 Himeji Castle in Hyogo. User 13 Yes

System 2 You like the atmosphere of Himeji Castle in Hyogo,
right?

System 14 Well, do you like the history of Todaiji
Temple in Nara?

User 2 Yes. User 14 Yes

System 3 I heard that Himeji Castle in Hyogo is registered in
the UNESCO World Heritage List and has been
selected as one of Japan’s 100 most famous castles.

System 15 You like it, right?

User 3 That’s right. User 15 Yes

System 4 Well, do you like the atmosphere of Fushimi Inari
Taisha Shrine in Kyoto?

System 16 I heard Todaiji Temple in Nara is
registered as a World Heritage Site
by UNESCO

User 4 I like it. User 16 Yes

System 5 You like it. System 17 Well, do you like the history of
Fushimi Inari Shrine in Kyoto?

User 5 Yes. User 17 Yes

System 6 I heard that Fushimi Inari Taisha Shrine in Kyoto is
the general headquarters of the Inari Shrine, which
has about 30,000 members nationwide.

System 18 You like it, right?

User 6 Yes. User 18 Yes

System 7 Well, do you think the atmosphere of Hiroshima
Peace Memorial Museum in Hiroshima resembles
that of Himeji Castle in Hyogo?

System 19 Well, do you think the history of
Miyajima in Hiroshima is similar to
Todaiji Temple in Nara?

User 7 No, not really. User 19 No, not really

System 8 You don’t think they are similar? System 20 You don’t think they are similar?

User 8 No. User 20 No

System 9 Maybe you don’t like the atmosphere of Hiroshima
Peace Memorial Museum in Hiroshima?

System 21 Maybe you like the history of Mt.
Koya in Wakayama?

User 9 I can’t really say. User 21 I like it

System 10 You don’t really have an opinion, right? System 22 That’s what I thought. I heard Mt.
Koya in Wakayama is one of the
most sacred places in Japanese
Buddhism

User 10 Right. User 22 Yes

System 11 I heard that the Hiroshima Peace Memorial Museum
in Hiroshima is also called the Atomic Bomb
Museum.

System 23 Well, do you like the scenery of
Kinkakuji Temple in Kyoto?

User 11 Yes. User 23 I like it

System 12 Perhaps you think the atmosphere of Fushimi Inari
Shrine in Kyoto resembles Miyajima in Hiroshima?

System 24 I see. I think today’s conversation was
informative. Thank you for talking
with me today

User 12 That’s right. User 24 Thank you very much

p = 0.00601, control: p = 0.0462), and a significant differ-
ence of the suitability of the comments in both conditions:
proposed: p = 0.0281 and control: p = 0.0384. We clar-
ified that the proposed condition has a significantly higher
evaluation value than the intermediate value for dialogue sat-
isfaction and dialogue motivation.

Next we conducted a correlation analysis to investigate
whether comprehension ability andwillingness to understand

are related to dialogue satisfaction and motivation. Table
5 shows the Pearson correlation coefficients. We identified
a correlation between dialogue satisfaction and compre-
hension ability (p = 0.000464), dialogue satisfaction and
willingness to understand (p = 0.000141), and dialogue
motivation and willingness to understand (p = 0.0139).
Dialogue satisfaction was positively correlated with compre-
hension ability and willingness to understand, but dialogue
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Table 3 Dialogue example in control condition

System 1 You are interested in sightseeing spots in Japan,
right? What’s your favorite spot ?

System 13 You like it, right?

User 1 Miyajima in Hiroshima. User 13 Yes

System 2 You like the scenery of Miyajima in Hiroshima,
right?

System 14 I heard that the actual name of Kinkakuji
Temple in Kyoto is Rokuon-ji Temple

User 2 Yes. User 14 Yes

System 3 I heard that Miyajima in Hiroshima is also called
Itsukushima.

System 15 Well, do you think the history of the
Shirakawago Gassho-style village in
Gifu resembles Himeji Castle in Hyogo?

User 3 That’s right. User 15 I don’t think they are very similar

System 4 Well, do you think the atmosphere of Mt. Koya in
Wakayama resembles the village of Shirakawago
Gassho-style in Gifu?

System 16 You don’t think they are similar?

User 4 Yes, I think they are. User 16 No

System 5 You think they are similar. I heard the Shirakawago
Gassho-style village in Gifu is a UNESCO World
Heritage Site.

System 17 I heard Himeji Castle in Hyogo is a
UNESCO World Heritage List and was
selected as one of Japan’s 100 most
famous castles

User 5 Certainly. User 17 Yes

System 6 Well, do you think the atmosphere of the Hiroshima
Peace Memorial Museum in Hiroshima is similar
to the Metropolitan Government Building in
Tokyo?

System 18 Well, do you like the scenery of Himeji
Castle in Hyogo?

User 6 No, I don’t think they are. User 18 Yes

System 7 You don’t think they are similar, right? System19 You like it

User 7 Right. User 19 Yes

System 8 I heard the Tokyo Metropolitan Government
Building is also called the New Tokyo
Metropolitan Government Building or the Tokyo
Metropolitan Government Main Building.

System 20 Perhaps you like the scenery of Fushimi
Inari Taisha Shrine in Kyoto?

User 8 Exactly. User 20 It’s not bad

System 9 Hmm, do you think the atmosphere of Miyajima in
Hiroshima is similar to the Fushimi Inari Taisha
Shrine in Kyoto?

System 21 Like I expected. Well, do you like the
atmosphere of Mt. Koya in Wakayama?

User 9 I think they are somewhat similar. User 21 I like it

System 10 You think they are similar. System 22 You like it. I heard that Mt. Koya in
Wakayama is a sacred place in Japanese
Buddhism

User 10 Yes. User 22 Yes

System 11 I heard that the Fushimi Inari Taisha Shrine in Kyoto
is the headquarters of the Inari Shrine, which has
about 30,000 nationwide members.

System 23 Don’t you like the atmosphere of Fushimi
Inari Taisha Shrine in Kyoto?

User 11 Yes. User 23 Well, I like it

System 12 Well, do you like the atmosphere of Kinkakuji
temple in Kyoto?

System 24 I see. I think today’s conversation was
informative. Thank you for talking with
me today

User 12 I like it. User 24 Thank you very much

motivation was only positively correlated with willingness to
understand. In other words, dialogue satisfaction must feel
both the robot’s understanding andwillingness to understand,
and dialogue motivation must feel the robot’s willingness to
understand.

Finally, we analyzed Questionnaire 3 regarding the moti-
vation to talk for each topic. We calculated the amount of
change in the dialogue motivation after the first condition
dialogue for each topic. The results are shown in Table 7.
We calculated the amount of change to eliminate such sub-
jective factors as individual interests. Table 6 shows the
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Table 4 Complementation data Condition Complementation rate (%) Correct rate (%)

Preference Proposed 56.4 77.7

Control 33.1 79.8

Similarity Proposed 41.6 62.1

Control 19.1 48.9

Overall Proposed 44.3 69.9

Control 21.7 65.9

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Comprehension
ability

Willingness to
understand

Dialogue
sa�sfac�on

Dialogue
mo�va�on

Suitability of
comment

ECA Random ∗: < .05, †: < .1

*

†

Fig. 11 Impression evaluation results

average score and the standard deviation for each condition.
A Wilcoxon rank-sum test revealed a significant difference
(p = 0.0269) between the conditions.

In this experiment, our participants chose their discussion
topic among soccer players, dogs, J-POP singers, Pokemon
characters, and fashion brands. Perhaps the topics that they
wanted to discuss with the android again depended on the
topic that they actually did discuss with it. Based on exist-
ing research [31] that categorizes topics in Japanese, we
classified the topics and categories as follows: soccer play-
ers as culture, dogs as humans/creatures, J-POP singers and
Pokemon characters as art/hobby, and fashion brand and
domestic tourist destination as culture. Since no participant
chose dogs in this experiment, all of the topics were clas-
sified as either culture or art/hobby. Here we refer to the
participants who discussed culture as the culture group, and
those who discussed art/hobby as the art/hobby group. The
culture group had seven participants; the art/hobby group
had nine. We compared the average motivation changes
between conditions.Wilcoxon’s rank-sum test revealed a sig-

nificant difference (p = 0.000385) in the art/hobby group.
In addition, significant differences in the items of art/hobby
(p = 0.0384) and communication (p = 0.0481)were identi-
fied in it. Regarding the culture group, significant differences
in the items of economy/consumption (p = 0.0438) and
humans/creatures (p = 0.0388) were identified. In the total
score of the art/hobby group, the dialogue motivation in the
proposed condition increased significantly more after talking
with the android compared with the control condition.

5 Discussion

Weexplored amethod for efficiently obtaining the concept of
user preferences: likes and dislikes. Our experimental results
showed the effectiveness of a dialogue strategy based on
the expected complementation amount (ECA). In this sense,
our proposed method can create conversations with more
engagements with its users. On the other hand, the dialogue
robot cannot generate its own preferences for exchanging
opinions with our proposed methods. We should develop a
function that can do this in the future. In addition, we clari-
fied that the female-type android’s willingness to understand
is positively correlated with dialogue motivation and satis-
faction. Although many studies have focused on improving a
system’s ability to understand users, few have implemented
willingness to understand in dialogue robots. In some cases,
improving the system’s ability to understand users is difficult
due to their individual dependence. A result where willing-
ness to understand is correlated to dialogue satisfaction and
motivation suggests another way of increasing a user’s moti-
vation to talk. Therefore, our result is promising for designing
dialogue robots. Future work will explore other methods that
convey to users the system’s willingness to understand.

If a machine can behavemore like a human, we can under-
stand a part of its human-like ways to comprehend/recognize

Table 5 Correlation coefficient
(∗∗ : p < .01)

Dialogue satisfaction Dialogue motivation

Comprehension ability 0.583** 0.254

Willingness to understand 0.623** 0.430**
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Table 6 Dialogue motivation
(∗ : p < .05)

Proposed mean (SD) Control mean (SD)

Change in motivation for dialogue* 0.237 (0.951) 0.0313 (0.980)

a conversation from a constructive point of view. In this
sense, we are convinced that using an android that has a
human-like appearance with a dialogue system is meaning-
ful. Our experimental results also suggest that our proposed
method can express the android’s willingness to understand
user preferences. This might indicate that the proposed mod-
elingmethod can provide a human-likeway of understanding
conversations. Although such a cognitive scientific point is
not the main target of this paper, we will discuss it further in
the future.

Since the objective of this experiment was to verify the
effectiveness of the ECA method, we set two experimental
conditions: with/without ECA. We prepared two additional
conditions: a robot that only asks data acquisition questions
with ECA, and a robot that only asks data acquisition utter-
ances with ECA and data confirmation utterances. The first
is expected to showwhether data confirmation utterances are
important for the robot’s comprehension and willingness to
understand. The second is expected to show whether adding
informative comments is indeed useful for promoting the
user’s satisfaction and motivation. A previous study [11]
argued that excessive questions should be avoided in an
attentive-listening dialogue. Another study [21] reported that
additional comment utterances improve the insufficiency of
robot questions. Furthermore, another system makes com-
ments in conversations [17]. Although these studies indicate
that too many questions should be avoided and informative
comment utterances work well in dialogue systems, future
work needs to investigate the effect of each component in
detail.

In the experimental setting, the estimation of the similarity
table from the preference table considered only the first three
items. Though the experiment in this paper was conducted
under the above setting to balance the data acquisition utter-
ances, the complementation rule can handle not only the first
three but all of the items. Moreover, a more principled solu-
tionwould normalize the total number of estimated values for
the similarity tables by the total number of similarity entries
and the same for the preference table. Finally, we calculated
N 0 and N 1 by those normalized values. Future development
of the system can adopt this idea.

The proposed system contains attributes in the preference
and similarity tables. When the robot estimates values in the
preference table from the observed values in the similarity
table, various reasons might justify the user’s preferences.
For instance, if the user does not like restaurant A’s atmo-
sphere and thinks that A and B are dissimilar, then the robot

estimates that he/she likes restaurant B’s atmosphere. On the
other hand, the user might also dislike restaurant B’s atmo-
sphere, although for a different reason why he/she dislikes
restaurant A’s; A is too loud, whereas B is quiet but its seat-
ing is too cramped. While various subordinate attributes like
loudness or crampedness might exist in a restaurant’s atmo-
sphere, we did not verify whether the attribute settings are
suitable or adequate. Future work should include this veri-
fication and explore a method for handling attributes with a
subordinate structure.

This paper examined a method for acquiring the concept
of user preferences.Our proposedmethod shows that our sys-
tem understands what the user likes about each viewpoint.
Although we assumed that the system’s preference and sim-
ilarity tables were all filled in advance for the conversations
in this experiment, the complementation rules can be applied
for updating the system’s preferences and similarity. In this
case, the system can acquire preference concepts not only for
known items but also for new items through dialogues. The
following dialogue is an example.

System 1: What’s your favorite restaurant?
User 1: Restaurant A. [Restaurant A is a new item.]
System 2: Is restaurant A’s menu similar to restaurant B’s?
User 2: No, not really.
System 3: So you don’t like restaurant B’s menu? [Complemen-
tation of preference from similarity: acquiring the concept of
preference for existing items]
User 3: I can’t really say.
System 4: I see. If the menu is different from that of restaurant B
[Complementation similarity from similarity], then Imight like it
too! [Complementation of preference from similarity: acquiring
the concept of preference for new items]
User4: Really?
System 5: Restaurant A’s menu resembles restaurant C’s, right?
[Complementation of preference from preference]

In the utterances of System 4, the system acquires a new
preference through complementation rules. A system that
acquires new concepts is expected to solve the current com-
munication problem with robots where users become bored
too quickly by the interactions [27]. In this example, how-
ever, another complementation rule had to be added for such
unknown items as copying the user’s data for the data of the
items that the system didn’t know. Future work will identify
complementation rules to acquire new concepts.

This study only considered data on preferences and
similarities for systems and users. On the other hand, by
introducing a third person’s data, the system can acquire a
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Table 7 Amount of change in
dialogue motivation for each
topic
(∗ : p < .05, ∗∗ : p < 0.01)

Proposed mean (SD) Control mean (SD)

Art/Hobby group

Science 0.100 (0.539) 0.500 (0.866)

Humans/Creatures 0.000 (0.894) −0.125 (0.599)

Media 0.600 (0.917) 0.125 (1.27)

School/Study 0.400 (1.02) −0.625 (0.696)

Economy/Consumption 0.300 (0.458) −0.250 (0.661)

Art/Hobby* 0.300 (1.10) −0.750 (0.661)

Industry −0.200 (0.600) 0.250 (0.433)

Nature 0.200 (0.748) 0.375 (0.484)

Society −0.400 (0.663) 0.000 (0.500)

Religion/Festivals 0.600 (1.20) 0.000 (1.00)

Relationship 0.800 (0.980) 0.125 (0.781)

Life 0.400 (0.663) −0.250 (0.661)

Politics 0.000 (1.10) −0.125 (0.599)

Communication* 0.600 (0.663) −0.125 (0.599)

Culture 0.700 (1.00) 0.125 (0.781)

History 0.600 (0.490) −0.125 (1.17)

Total** 0.313 (0.910) −0.0547 (0.832)

Culture group

Science 0.250 (0.829) −0.100 (0.632)

Humans/Creatures* 0.500 (0.500) 0.000 (0.922)

Media −0.250 (0.433) 0.000 (0.748)

School/Study 0.500 (0.500) 0.100 (1.04)

Economy/Consumption* -1.00 (0.707) −0.100 (0.872)

Art/Hobby 1.00 (1.00) 0.000 (1.45)

Industry −0.750 (0.829) 0.100 (1.14)

Nature 0.500 (1.12) 0.000 (0.775)

Society −0.500 (0.866) −0.100 (1.00)

Religion/Festivals 0.500 (1.50) −0.200 (0.917)

Relationship 0.00 (0.707) 0.000 (1.37)

Life 0.500 (0.500) 0.300 (1.27)

Politics 0.500 (0.500) 0.400 (0.632)

Communication 0.250 (0.433) 0.100 (1.11)

Culture −0.750 (0.433) −0.100 (1.10)

History 0.500 (1.50) −0.100 (1.12)

Total 0.0469 (1.02) 0.100 (1.08)

more accurate user’s preference concept. In such cases, for
example, collaborative filtering [18] can be applied to esti-
matewhichuser is closer to the target user basedonmuchuser
information. However, collaborative filtering requires a large
amount of information for user profiles [6]. Gaussian process
regression [30] can also be applied to complement prefer-
ence tables from similarity tables, and an infinite relation
model [12] can complement similarity tables to similarity
tables. Future work will investigate the relationship between
the data amount and applicable methods.

In this experiment, one participant created the system’s
preference and similarity tables. The degree of the system’s
ability to understand and the correct rate may depend on the
created tables. In the future, based on the prepared data, we
must investigate how the degree of comprehension ability
and the correct rate change and how the degree of dialogue
satisfaction and willingness are changed accordingly. The
system might also prepare a multiple set of preference and
similarity tables from many people and estimate the target
user’s preferences and similarities based on them. In this
case, consistency might be lost in the robot’s preference and
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similarities, which reduces its agency. Hence, we must iden-
tify the balance of the degree of understanding and the robot’s
agency when we use the data of many people. These ideas
are also future work.

Next we discuss the limitations of our experiment.
Since its participants were only young people, generaliz-
ing the results to all users may be inappropriate. A previous
study [14] assumed that experimental results with partici-
pants in their twenties can be applied to the evaluation of a
dialogue robot for seniors. Their study developed a dialogue
robot that its users would like to talk with. Though that desire
is consistent with our goal, we should carefully investigate
the difference between the elderly and the young. Regarding
the analysis of the correlations, the coefficientswere not high.
The reason might be that dialogue satisfaction and motiva-
tion are controlled by many factors, and the willingness or
ability to understand is just one of them. Future work needs
to clarify and consider these limitations with a larger sample
size.

Another limitation reflects the android’s gender expres-
sion and appearance. First, gender can affect the result of an
experiment. A previous study [20] reported that people tend
to evaluate an opposite-gender robot as more credible, more
trustworthy, and more engaging under a donating setting.
To the best of our knowledge, however, in non-task-oriented
conversations, no studies have investigated the effect of a
robot’s gender. Regarding the effect of appearance, perhaps
a human-like appearance affects the evaluation for dialogue
motivation. A previous study [25] concluded that a person’s
dialogue motivation is reduced if the android comments on
topics on which the person did not expect it to have an
opinion. Hence, our dialogue motivation result may change
depending on which robot is used for the conversation. Still,
however it remains our speculation, so the future study should
also investigate the effect of the robot’s gender and appear-
ance. From these discussions, our experimental result cannot
be generalized for all conversational robots, and future work
must investigate the gender and appearance effects using
other kinds of robots.

As the third limitation, we chose young people as the par-
ticipants of our experiment’s first investigation. As stated in
Sect. 4.5.1, a previous study (Ogawa et al. 2011) concluded
that elderly people failed to pay attention to the android’s
utterances, even though they positively evaluated it. Since our
study focuses on the generation of an android’s utterances,we
adopted young people. On the other hand, if elderly people
tend to have good impressions about androids, perhaps our
proposed method might work more effectively for them. We
plan to investigate the effectiveness of our proposed system
with seniors in the future.

Next we discuss the evaluation of the dialogue motiva-
tion for each topic. Our experimental result showed that the
increase of the dialogue motivation in the proposed method

was significantly higher than the control condition for the
art/hobby group; the culture group showed no significant dif-
ference. Why did we only observe a significant difference in
the art/hobby group? One possible reason is the participant’s
belief in the android’s capability. Uchida et al. [25] reported
that a person’s dialogue motivation is reduced if the android
comments on topics on which the person does not expect it to
have an opinion. Since participantsmight struggle to attribute
an opinion to the android on a topic from the culture group,
no significant difference was observed in it. In the future, we
must verify whether the topics spoken in the experiment can
be realistically attributed to an android. In addition, we did
not ask our participants whether they wanted to talk about
the same topic again with the android in the experiment. We
only asked whether they had interest in the topic and were
familiar with some of its items. Dialogue motivation must be
investigated for the topics that were actually discussed in the
conversations.

In this study, we prepared preference/similarity tables for
both the system and users. However, we failed to clarify what
isminimally necessary to stimulate the participants’ dialogue
satisfaction and motivation. We did not clarify whether the
system’s preference and similarity tables are necessary. The
relationship has not been clarified among the data repre-
sentation method and the amounts of complementation, the
accuracy rates, and the subjective evaluations. Verification
of the data representation methods and their effectiveness is
more future work. In this experiment, we prepared such top-
ics as soccer players and J-POP singers. It is also possible to
talk about soccer and J-POP.When people discuss their pref-
erences and similarities about a topic of interest, narrowing
down the topic to a more specific concept is more natural. In
the future, wemust investigate what concept level is effective
for our proposed dialogue system. In addition, we used an
android that closely resembles a woman. It remains unclear
whether similar results can be obtained with other commu-
nication robots. In the future, we must verify the effects of a
combination of robot types and our proposed system.

6 Conclusion

We developed a conversational robot that stimulates user
dialogue satisfaction and motivation in non-task-oriented
dialogues involving opinion exchanges. This paper explored
a method for efficiently obtaining the concept of user
preferences: likes and dislikes. To efficiently collect such
preference data through dialogues, we proposed a dialogue
strategy that creates utterances with the largest expected
value of the amount of data complementation.Weverified our
hypothesis that the generation of data acquisition utterances,
based on the expected complementation amount, conveys to
users the system’s comprehension ability and the willing-
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ness to understand and increases their dialogue satisfaction
and motivation. We experimentally verified this hypothe-
sis using an female-type android that closely resembles a
woman. Our result suggests that the proposed method effi-
ciently obtains user preference models and enhances user
dialogue satisfaction. In addition, the degree of satisfaction is
positively correlated with both the android’s ability to under-
stand and its willingness to understand. On the other hand,
the degree of motivation (i.e., the long-term willingness to
communicate with the android) is positively correlated only
with the android’swillingness to understand.Our experimen-
tal results not only show the effectiveness of the proposed
method but also suggest a design theory for dialogue robots
to stimulate dialoguemotivation. Sincewe derived our exper-
imental result from the use of a female-type android, it cannot
be generalized for all conversational robots. Future work
needs to investigate the effect of gender and appearance using
other kinds of robots.
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Appendix: Topic List (DialogueMotivation)

Science
Beauty of science
Complexity of arithmetic and mathematics

Humans/Creatures
Want of plants
Difficulty of animals

Media
Banality of the media
Baseness of show business

School/Study
Fun of examinations
Expensiveness of learning

Economy/Consumption
Joy of international economy and finance
Length of job hunting

Art/Hobby
Stubbornness of handicrafts
Famousness of art

Industry
Concern about construction and civil engineering
Badness of industry

Nature
Beauty of nature and terrain
Freshness of the universe

Society
Dislike of incidents and accidents
Waste of social security and welfare

Religion/Festivals
Loneliness of festivals
Danger of religion

Relationship
Dislike of manners and customs
Liveliness of appearance

Life
Fun of hometown
Length of parties

Politics
Joy of politics
Variation of laws

Communication
Fear of communication
Smartness of computer

Culture
Fear of sports
Convenience of clothes

History
Fear of history
Waste of history
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